The effects of fasting on some biochemical factors of liver, serum and clinical signs in cattle
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Abstract:
BACKGROUND: Fasting is an alternative method to induce anorexia. OBJECTIVES: The biochemical factors of liver and serum and clinical signs were measured and documented in five non-lactating, non-pregnant cows following eight days of fasting. METHODS: Five crossbred, non-lactating, and non-pregnant cattle were used in this study. They were fasted for 8 days total food deprivation; however, they had free access to water. Liver biopsies were carried out one day before food deprivation (day 0) and 8 days after food deprivation by ultrasound-guided biopsy. Blood samples were taken from the jugular vein before and during fasting. The concentrations of triglyceride (TG), total lipids, glycogen, phospholipids, and total protein in liver and NEFA, BHBA, TG, total cholesterol, glucose, total lipid, APO A1, and APO B in blood serum were measured and compared. RESULTS: The results of this study showed that fasting for 8 days reduces respiratory rate by 52% and heart rate by 12.5% and has no significant effect on rectal temperature. The concentrations of the liver triglyceride (TG) and glycogen significantly increased (p=0.046) and decreased (p=0.007) on day 8, respectively. There were no significant differences in the content of liver phospholipids (p=0.83), total lipids (p=0.29), and total protein (p=0.23). The serum concentrations of NEFA and BHBA increased significantly (p=0.008) at the end of fasting period. No significant differences in the concentrations of serum TG (p=0.057), total cholesterol (p=0.93), glucose (p=0.108), total lipid (p=0.27), APO A1 (p=0.762), and APO B (p=0.92) were noticed on days 0 and 8. CONCLUSIONS: The results of the present study showed that fasting, like anorexia (as a result of diseases), induces fat mobilization from adipose tissue in response to the induced negative energy balance.

Introduction

In dairy cattle, negative energy balance (NEB) is an important cause of metabolic disorders such as hepatic lipidosis. It is generally thought to be initiated by several complicated factors, including excessive feeding before parturition, stress (e.g. transport, insufficient water, too warm or too cool environmental temperature), feed deprivation, hormonal imbalance, decrease in feed intake, low-energy feed intake and negative energy balance (NEB) due to high milk production (Drackley, 1999; Mohamed et al., 2004). The above mentioned factors bring about some disturbances in metabolism, homeostasis,
cardio-respiratory patterns, body temperature, and the function of different organs.

During the final prepartum days and immediately post partum, high-producing dairy cows experience a drop in dry-matter intake (DMI), whereas energy requirements for parturition and lactation are greatly increased (Mohamed et al., 2004; Ortega Cerrilla and Mendoza, 2003). This condition induces fat mobilization from adipose tissues in response to the negative energy balance (De Roos et al., 2007; Sevinc et al., 2000). One of the indicators of energy balance is body condition score (BCS) (Yaylak and Akbas, 2009).

Body fat stores mobilized at the beginning of the lactation and replaced after mid-part of the lactation. Body condition can be followed for each cow from the dry period through lactation. Body condition scoring is a subjective visual method to assess body fat stores of dairy cows which became a common method to estimate the degree of fatness due to being an easy, quick, repeatable and non-expensive method (Dechow et al., 2001; Kuhn et al., 2002).

Fat is stored as triglycerides, and from deposits, it is transported as free fatty acids (NEFA–non-esterified fatty acids) bound to albumin. A considerable part of these acids is taken up by the liver (Hossner, 2005; Van Den Top et al., 2005). There they can be oxidized to Co2 or to ketone bodies or re-esterified and combined with phospholipids, cholesterol and apoproteins to form lipoproteins, especially very low density lipoproteins (VLDL) (De Roos et al., 2007; Reid, 1972; Sevinc et al., 2000). This lipoprotein fraction transports triglycerides to different organs and tissues (Katoh, 2001). Ruminants are prone to fatty liver (as a metabolic disorder) especially because, their hepatic tissue has an inherently slow rate of VLDL export (Mohamed et al., 2004).

The diagnosis of fatty infiltration of the liver in dairy cattle is based on biochemical and histological analysis of hepatic tissue (Sevinc et al., 2000). Liver biopsy seems to be the only reliable method of measuring of fatty infiltration in the liver (Grohn et al., 1983). Abnormal lipids in liver is often associated with liver disorder. Determinations of liver lipids in dairy cows seem to be of interest in understanding the pathogenesis of fatty liver syndrome and for diagnosis purposes (Sevinc et al., 2000). Fasting is an alternative method to induce negative energy balance. Recently, a group of researcher reported that 4-day fasting is a useful method for induction of fatty liver in cows (Brumby et al., 1974; Mohamed et al., 2004; Nitanai et al., 2000; Oikawa and Oetzel, 2006).

Materials and Methods

Cows: Five cross-bred, non-lactating, and non-pregnant cattle weighing 304.6 kg on average (293 kg to 310 kg) were used in this study. After physical examinations to ensure their health, the cows were fasted for 8 days total food deprivation, but had free access to water.

Blood samples: Blood was collected from the jugular vein in evacuated tubes every day during fasting. The blood samples were then allowed to stand for 20-30 minutes and were transferred to the laboratory to be centrifuged at 2000 to 3000 rpm. The sera were separated and stored at -20 °C for later analysis.

Serum analyses: Serum NEFA concentration and total lipid concentration were measured as described by Brunk and Swanson (1981) and Frings et al. (1972), respectively. Serum TG, glucose, APO A1 and APO B levels were also determined using spectrophotometer with a commercially available kit (Pars Azmon, Iran), total cholesterol was measured by Zist Chemi Kit (Iran), and BHBA by kit Randox.

Liver specimens: Initially, ultrasonographic examination of liver and gallbladder were performed according to the technique described to evaluate normal hepatic structure in ruminants (Braun, 1990). The biopsy area was desensitized with 8 mL of 2% lidocaine hydrochloride. Examinations were performed with a 5MHz linear transducer and liver samples were obtained under ultrasound guidance by free hand technique (Figure 1) using a 14-gauge trucut needle in the right, 10 to 11th intercostals space. Liver biopsies were obtained at the day of prefasting (day 0) and 8 d after fasting. Liver biopsy samples (about 150 mg per sample) were put in foil and stored at -20 °C.

Liver analyses: Lipids were extracted by the method of Hara and Radins. Briefly, Liver samples were homogenized in hexan: isopropanol (3:2) for overnight. After that, the samples were centrifuged; organic phase was removed and dehydrated by sodium sulphate. They were then air-dried and re-
constituted in isopropanol for lipid analysis. Cell precipitate was dissolved in 0.1 NaOH and cell protein was measured by Bradford method. For glycogen extraction and assay, the samples were digested in KOH 30%, precipitated afterwards by ethanol 95%, and measured spectrophotometrically by Anthon reaction (Lo and Taylor, 1970). Liver triglyceride (TG) content was determined by a colorimetric assay (Neri and Frings, 1973). Liver total lipid was determined by the method of Frings (Frings et al., 1972). Liver phospholipid content was measured colorimetrically (as dipalmitoyl lecithin) without conventional acid digestion and color development procedures by forming a complex with ammonium ferrothiocyanate (Stewart, 1980).

Statistical analysis: Data were analyzed using a one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) and the Tukey’s PostHoc test. Values were expressed as mean ± standard deviation (S. D.) in the text and in the tables. All statistical analyses were performed using SigmaStat 2 software (copy right 1992-1995, Jandel corporation). Significance was accepted at the level of p< 0.05.

Results

Fasted cows lost about 17.8% of their BW (from 304.6 ± 33.45 in day 0 to 250.4 ± 38.90 in day 8). Changes in serum NEFA, BHBA, Glucose, TG, Total lipid, Total cholesterol, APO A1 and APO B concentrations during fasting are shown in Table 1. Compared with the pre-fasting values at day 0, the concentration of serum NEFA increased significantly (p=0.008). The concentration of NEFA on d8 (1.27±0.31 mmol/L) was nearly 1.6 fold greater than on day 0 (0.77±0.31 mmol/L). The maximum NEFA concentration (about 1.71 mmol/L) was attained after about 4 days of fasting. At day 5 the concentration of BHBA in the serum rose to 0.76±0.09 mmol/L of the concentration at day 0 (0.23±0.02 mmol/L) (p<0.05). There were no significant differences in the serum concentrations of total lipid (p=0.27) (Figure 4), glucose (p=0.1), TG (p=0.057), total cholesterol (p=0.93), APO A1 (p=0.76), and APO B (p=0.92) during the fasting. The results of this study showed the values (per min) of heart rate, respiratory rate and rectal temperature at day 0 were 62.4±12.7, 18±3.74, 38.44±5.62, and at day 8, they were 54.4±11.41, 8.6±1.51 and 38.12±0.39, respectively (Table 2). Fasting for 8 days reduced respiratory rate by 52% (p<0.001) and heart rate by 12.5% (p=0.32), and there was no significant difference in rectal temperature during fasting.

Ultrasonographic findings of liver__, for example, echogenicity and thickness of liver and gallbladder__, were the same after and before fasting and no abnormal findings were seen in the cows (Figures 2, 3).

The results of this study also showed the concentrations (mg/g of liver) of triglyceride (TG), total lipids, glycogen, phospholipids, and total protein at the day before fasting (day 0) were 28.67±9.8, 137.36±69.56, 64.74±29.16, 100.04±32.36 and 15.41±8.93, and at day 8, they were 56.55±21.07, 187.64±63.32, 29.16±6.04, 105.01±39.54 and 9.45±5.08, respectively (Table 3). Compared with the pre-fasting values at day 0, the content of liver triglyceride (TG) increased significantly (p=0.046) and the content of liver glycogen decreased significantly at day 8 (p=0.007). There were no significant differences in the content of liver phospholipids (p=0.83), total lipids (p=0.29), and total protein (p=0.23) between the days 0 and 8.

Discussion

Several studies have reported some general physiological changes associated with feed and water deprivation in farm and laboratory animals. They showed that feed and water deprivation lowered body temperature; feed deprivation appeared to have more marked effects than water deprivation (Rumsey and Bound, 1976). It has been shown that feed deprivation in pigs reduced heart rate. Sullivan et al. (1969) and Goldstein et al. (1970) found that heart rate of rats was reduced to a greater extent during feed deprivation than during water deprivation. Williams et al. (2000) reported that heart rate and cardiovascular function were decreased during a 48-hour food deprivation in rats. They also explained that there were several lines of evidence to support the hypothesis that the autonomic nervous system plays a major role in the homeostatic response to reduced energy intake. Caloric deprivation, probably through sympathetic activity, significantly reduces cardiac, liver and renal function, and brown adipose tissue norepinephrine.
turnover. These researchers also reported that fasting reduces sympathetic support of blood pressure as determined by the depressor responses to ganglionic blockade (Andersson et al., 1988). In humans, reductions in urinary and plasma catecholamine levels, as well as reductions in directly measured muscle sympathetic nerve activity, have been demonstrated after various periods of reduced caloric intake (Guido Grassi et al., 1998). In addition, weight reduction produces decreases in cardiac sympathetic tone and increases in parasympathetic tone in humans (Rissannen et al., 2001). These observations are consistent with the hypothesis that the hypotensive and bradycardic responses to fasting may be mediated by the autonomic nervous system. It is now clear that leptin plays a key role in the regulation of food intake and body weight (Jeffrey and Jeffrey, 1998). Furthermore, a growing body of evidence indicates that in addition to inhibition of food intake, leptin has sympathoexcitatory and cardiovascular actions (Haynes et al., 1997). Thus, they hypothesize that fasting-associated reductions in plasma leptin activate central neural pathways that produce a coordinated sequel of events. These responses include increased appetite and decreased sympathetic outflow, which is likely a major mechanism for the reduction in heart rate and metabolic rate (Garwel et al., 2009; Williams et al., 2000). Chatamra et al. (1984) in research with pigs and Kornegay et al. (1964) in research with rats found that body temperature was reduced during 27-hour and 7-day food deprivation, respectively. Rumsey and Jaimes (1976) reported that 96-hour food deprivation reduced rectal temperature by 1.5%, respiratory rate by 47%, and heart rate by 19% in beef cattle. In the present study, fasting for 8 days reduced respiratory rate by 52% and heart rate by 12.5%, and there was no significant difference in rectal temperature during fasting.

The content of liver TG in the current study increased significantly, which is consistent with earlier studies (Baird et al., 1977; Brumby et al., 1974; Mohamed et al., 2004; Oikawa and Oetzel, 2006; Veenhuizen et al., 1991). Metabolic disorders (hepatic lipidosis) could potentially result from one of the following mechanisms occurring in the liver: increased NEFA uptake, reduced NEFA oxidation, reduced VLDL output, or a combination of these. The dramatic increase in NEFA in the portal blood during fasting reflects the mobilization of adipose tissue...
reserves by the energy deficiency, which may be necessary to provide alternative substrate for glucose. The increased flux of NEFA to the liver in the fasted cows was the most important factor in the development of the disease (hepatic lipidosis) in cattle. In negative energy balance in cows, the capacity of the liver to maintain the export of triglyceride in the form of VLDL in balance with hepatic triglyceride production is not always adequate. Reduced VLDL synthesis is most probably associated with feeding factors (Oikawa and Oetzel, 2006; Sevinc et al., 2000; Van Den Top et al., 2005). Therefore, an increased liver TG content is expected in fasted cows. Accumulated TG impairs hepatic VLDL assembly and secretion. Increased demand for glucose production enhances gluconeogenesis during fasting. The resultant oxaloacetic acid deficiency leads to the production of keton bodies and ketosis (Van Den Top et al., 2005).

Heitmann et al. (1996) explained that the plasma insulin concentration and pancreatic production of insulin decrease during fasting but plasma glucagon values remain constant in both sheep and steers. Concomitant with change in insulin-glucagon ratios, portal-drained visceral and hindquarter release of free fatty acids increase. Hepatic uptake of free fatty acid also increases since hepatic extraction is constant. Subsequently, hepatic ketogenesis increases because a low insulin-glucagon ratio favors FFA oxidation over re-esterification (Heitmann et al., 1987; Jiang and Zhang, 2003; Oikawa and Oetzel, 2006).

However, alimentary ketogenesis ceases because of lack of exogenous substrate and the gut is using ketone bodies. During fasting, alimentary ketogenesis ceased because of lack of exogenous substrate but liver ketogenesis increased from FFAs (Heitmann et al., 1987). These observations clearly have implications in the elucidation of the role played by short periods of under nutrition in the etiology of metabolic disorders of cattle (Baird et al., 1977).

The two major determinants of hepatic glucose output in ruminants are energy intake in the diet and the level of productivity. In the fed state, the quantitatively most important potential precursor of glucose was propionate, which could have accounted for approximately 50% of glucose output. During fasting, the potential contribution of propionate to hepatic glucose output decreased to insignificance. By contrast, that of the other gluconeogenic precursors increased, because output of glucose declined while uptake of these precursors either increased or was maintained at prefasting levels.
Between days 2 and 6 of fasting, the observed uptake of gluconeogenic precursors, which at this time must have been derived almost entirely from endogenous sources, was sufficient to account for all the glucose output from the liver. Therefore, the serum concentration of glucose does not change during the fasting in cows (Lomax and Baird, 1982; Udum et al., 2008). In the fed cows, the total uptake of butyrate and FFA was more than adequate to account for ketone body output. During fasting, the contribution of butyrate ceased. Nevertheless, the increase that occurred in hepatic uptake of FFA at this time was, on average, sufficient to account for the output of ketone bodies (Lomax and Baird, 1982). There was also a negative correlation between the VLDL levels and fatty liver. This may show that a major factor contributing to the development of fatty liver is the chronic slow output of hepatic triglyceride, which forms part of the VLDL (Sevinc et al., 2000).

Other studies have already noted that the accumulation of fat in the liver cells, and consequently the development of a fatty liver, is caused by a reduced synthesis of VLDL. Reduced VLDL synthesis is most probably associated with feeding factors (Sevinc et al., 2000; Van Den Top et al., 2005). Brumby et al. (1974) showed that significant decreases in phospholipids and cholesterol percentages in liver, as well as the significant decreases in phospholipid and cholesterol ester concentration in serum suggest that the availability of one or more of these components may have limited lipoprotein synthesis. It may be of interest in this connection that high concentrations of fatty acids have been found to inhibit cholesterol esterification by liver microsomal preparations. Concentrations of cholesterol ester, however, increased during starvation. Another possibility, suggested by the change in liver ultrastructure observed in the present experiment, is that decreased protein synthesis might have limited the amount of apoproteins available for lipoprotein synthesis. Therefore, an increased serum concentration of NEFA and BHBA is expected in fasted cows.

The concentration of serum NEFA and BHBA in the current study increased significantly, which agrees with earlier studies (Baird et al., 1977; Brumby et al., 1974). Mohamed et al. (2004) reported that the concentration of NEFA and BHBA increased and there were no significant differences in concentrations of glucose, TG, total cholesterol, cholesterol esters, free cholesterol, and phospholipids during fasting in dairy cows. Nancy et al. (1981) showed that the plasma free fatty acids and glycerol concentration increased during a 9-day fasting. They also reported that significant changes in plasma free fatty acid and glycerol concentrations in the activity of lipoprotein lipase in adipose tissue during fasting and refeeding suggest that fatty acid mobilization and triglyceride uptake by adipose tissue of cattle adapt to great changes in energy intake. Also, in this study, they explained that the effect of fasting on plasma cholesterol in ruminants is not consistent, because other studies with dairy cattle have shown that fasting decreases plasma cholesterol concentration.

Oikawa and Oetzel (2006) reported that the serum NEFA concentration and serum BHBA concentration increased at the end of the 4-day fasting period and the serum glucose concentration was not affected by fasting. Blood ketone concentrations in the current study (mentioned above) were not as high as those observed in field studies for subclinical ketosis in early lactation cows. Several factors may explain this difference. First, non lactating cows are less susceptible to the developing ketonemia than are cows in early lactation. Second, fasting for only four days may not be enough to induce ketogenesis. Fasting for six days (Baird et al., 1979) caused a much larger BHBA response in non-lactating cows, similar to BHBA concentration observed in spontaneously ketotic cows. Veenhuizen et al. (1991) noted that the first response observed during a ketosis induction protocol in early lactation cows increased blood NEFA. The second response increased liver TG. Increased blood BHBA concentration was the third response, and this began only after blood NEFA and liver TG concentrations had already risen. These findings indicate that a longer fasting period may have increased BHBA concentrations. In our study, serum BHBA concentration increased 3-fold at the end of the 8-day fasting period. Body condition score (BCS) is a measure of adipose tissue reserves that can be used during negative energy balance. Obese cows have greater adipose tissue reserves resulting in increased mobilization of NEFA and increased liver total lipid content during fasting. Serum NEFA concentration was nearly 1.6-fold greater in day 8 compared with day 0. Therefore, they had lesser
adipose tissue reserves for mobilization of NEFA and accumulation of fat in liver (Yaylak and Akbas, 2009). There were no significant differences in the content of liver phospholipids and total lipids in the current study, which agrees with earlier studies (Mohamed et al., 2004). Only obese cows had greater adipose tissue reserves that resulted in increased mobilization of NEFA and increased liver total lipid content during fasting.

In the present study, the content of liver glycogen decreased significantly. Harrison et al. (1977) and Reid et al. (1972) showed that the main change in the liver of the fasted cows was a decrease in volume density of cytoplasm occupied by glycogen. Fasted cattle had lower liver glycogen levels than the fed, and control cattle liver glycogen is an important reserve energy source. Liver glycogen in fed animals is continuously formed and degraded, being present in significantly greater quantities than in cattle fasted up to 8 d. During fasting, the stored glycogen is undoubtedly catabolised to meet energy needs. Failure of hepatic gluconeogenesis during fasting to supply adequate glucose for lactation and body needs may be the cause of glycogenolysis in liver (Herdt, 2000).

In fasted cattle, there were no significant differences in the content of total protein between days 0 and 8. Kuhla et al. (2009) reported that the content of liver total lipid were increased and total protein, glucose, glycogen, and cholesterol levels were decreased during food deprivation in dairy cows. In early starvation, most of the amino acids are derived from the breakdown of small intestinal and liver proteins, but as starvation proceeds, the major site of proteolysis will be the skeletal muscle. Therefore, the reduced liver protein content found in the present study seems to reflect acute feed deprivation. During prolonged starvation, primarily extrahepatic amino acids are degraded by the liver to remove nitrogen as urea. Therefore, fasting for 8 days does not seem to have any effect on liver protein content.

Because there was no reaction after biopsy of liver, we conclude that ultrasound-guided biopsy (free hand technique) did not appear to influence the cow’s condition adversely and the procedure provided an excellent method of obtaining a liver specimen for histological and biochemical examinations. The procedure was considered safe, fast, cost-effective, and practical when performed properly. We believe that this technique can be used in cows with suspected hepatic disease for making an antemortem diagnosis (Chow et al., 1997; Mohamed et al., 2003).

An 8-day fasting increased liver triglyceride and reduced liver glycogen in dairy cows. This study has strengthened the utility of the starvation model as an alternative approach to contribute to the explanation of the pathophysiological features, and to determine sequential metabolic events in the development of metabolic disorders (e.g., fatty liver) in the cow.
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آثار پرهیز غذایی برخی فاکتورهای بیوشیمیایی خون، کبد و نشانه‌های بالینی در گاو
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چکیده
زمینه مطالعه: پرهیز غذایی به‌عنوان مدلی برای ایجاد پیشگیری از اشتباه استفاده، شده است که نتایجی از آن بررسی می‌شود. پرهیز غذایی برخی فاکتورهای بیوشیمیایی سرم کبد و نشانه‌های بالینی در گاو، و همچنین برخی از ضرایب خون از تغییرات می‌باشند. برای اینکه تغییرات خون را کنترل کنیم، بررسی این فاکتورهای بر پدیداری آنها تأثیر دارد.

مطالعه طبیعی امد: این مطالعه به‌صورت طبیعی امد و در مزارع دانشگاه علوم پزشکی تهران به‌عنوان مورد بررسی برخی فاکتورهای بیوشیمیایی بهره‌مندی شده است.

مقدمه
پرهیز غذایی به‌عنوان یکی از سه مدل می‌تواند به‌عنوان یکی از مدل‌های به‌کارگیری در زمینه‌های مختلف علمی و تربیتی در نظر گرفته شود. پرهیز غذایی به‌عنوان یکی از مدل‌های به‌کارگیری در زمینه‌های مختلف علمی و تربیتی در زمینه‌های مختلف علمی و تربیتی در نظر گرفته شود.
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